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Logistics
Specialists

Providers of  the powerful  and intuit ive 
Del ivery Management System serving a
wide range of  industr ies worldwide



More than a Delivery 
Management System
With proven success across a wide range of sectors, Zone Manager's
DMS is flexible, adaptable and is underpinned by an effective
logistics package developed by experts with over 30 years of logistics
experience.

Construction
Construction Security
Refurbishment
Logistics Contractors

Facilities Management
Hospitals
Airports
Stadiums
Military/Government sites
Commercial Properties

Warehousing
Yard Management
Distribution Centres

Retail
Retail Parks
Inner city shopping centres
Outlets



Problems that sound
familiar?

Need to hit Net Zero targets, minimise environmental
impact and produce Co2 reports?

Feel like you're herding cats when managing
contractor or supplier activity?

Need to ensure you have a central control of delivery
points?

Current system not providing live updates of delivery
statuses?

Need all the key features of an ERP system for a
fraction of the price?

Want complete control of dock scheduling?

Need control over who, when and what is arriving?

Want a more efficient way of managing, controlling
and providing reporting as well as monitoring security
and compliance?



Manage inbound and 
outbound deliveries

Monitor Security 
and Compliance

Reduce Environmental 
Impact

Manage Cranes, Hoists
and Lifts

Drive Efficiency

Rapid Configuration 
and FlexibilityCentral portal

Fulfills FORS and
CLOCS requirements 

Daily site activity 
reporting

Audit trail of all
site activity

BREEAM compliant

TfL Compliant

Built in intelligence 
to avoid double 

bookings

Real-time management 
tool used to control

events as they happen

Multi-site
options

Key Benefits
Cloud based solution

Interfaces with existing 
IT systems

Security gate
module for

booking
vehicles

Key ERP system 
features but more cost

effective



Because of their extensive
knowledge and background in

construction logistics, the team at
Zone Manager are able to suggest
creative and practical solutions to

specific issues which are now
commonplace on today’s

construction projects.

Travis Scott - Operations Manager
Focus Group Logistics

Construction Security Refurbishment Logistics Contractors

Zone Manager's DMS in
Construction

Efficient Construction Site Traffic Management

Zone Manager gives construction managers the appropriate
tools to control all aspects of their site, keeping the operation in
line and providing compliance reports at the click of a button.

Reduce Environmental Impact

The overview that a Delivery Management tool can give, makes
it possible to identify opportunities for improvement, reducing
the number of deliveries by consolidation and smoothing
demand.

Monitor security and compliance

By implementing Zone Manager you ensure only authorised
deliveries are allowed through the gates. Site regulations
and/or inductions can be included on the confirmation emails
and permits so every driver is fully informed before they arrive
on site. You have an auditable record of who came and when.

Complete Site Access Control
Teaming up with IPM Group and their innovative inteliPod®
Access Control Unit and Virtual Management Solution (VMS),
Zone Manager can offer a complete site access control
package including contactless turnstiles.



Zone Manager's DMS in 
Retail Outlets

We have a wide variety of retailers from
small vendors in the central mall areas 

 to long-standing larger national
retailers who typically work with

anything up to 20 different suppliers
and beyond.  To have a system which
was agile enough to work across this

spectrum is critical and Zone Manager
delivers this and more.

Steve Penney- Soft Services Manager
Mitie (The Broadway Bradford)

Efficient Management of Deliveries

Monitor security and compliance

The Zone Manager system provides a central control structure
for the site administrators giving them an overview of all
activities. The web based interface for delivery bookings
enables suppliers to see available delivery times and to request
or book time slots on the delivery points within a site.

Security is one of retailers priorities and therefore ensuring that
only booked and planned deliveries arrive is essential.

Manage, control and provide reporting

Delivery points and docks can be managed centrally or
separately by the individual building, business or shop
operators. Arrivals are booked in at any one of the security
gates, updating the delivery status immediately.



Zone Manager's DMS in
Facilities Management

Zone Manager’s flexibility and the
expert team’s willingness to build

specific functionalities to meet the
needs of different projects is just

unrivalled.

Stephen McCarthy- Group SEHQ Manager
Duffy Contract Services

Provides suppliers with key information

Live updates of delivery status

It provides suppliers with information about approved access
routes and available delivery slots and gives the building
managers the information they need to rationalise and reduce.
Gates, loading bays, docks and goods lifts can all be brought
under a central control.

Zone Manager allows delivery points and docks to be
controlled centrally or separately by the individual building unit
operators. Arrivals are booked in at any one of the security
gates, updating the delivery status immediately.

Central control of delivery points

It provides suppliers with information about approved access
routes and available delivery slots and gives the building
managers the information they need to rationalise and reduce.
Gates, loading bays, docks and goods lifts can all be brought
under a central control. Airports Commercial 

Properties
StadiumsHospitals



Because of their extensive
knowledge and background in

logistics, the team at Zone
Manager are able to suggest

creative and practical solutions to
specific issues.

Zone Manager's DMS in
Warehousing

Travis Scott - Operations Manager
Focus Group Logistics

Control of dock scheduling

Major features of an ERP system

Zone Manager's delivery management system allows control of
the dock scheuling and real-time visbility of events on site

Zone Manager's DMS provides all the key features found on
major ERP systems for a fraction of the price. 

Real time visibility of events on site

Zone Manager's DMS is a real-time management solution used
to control and report events as they happen such as incoming
and outgoing deliveries from docks.  It is a cloud based solution
which can easily interface with existing IT systems.

24-hour diary to book loads and deliveries into incoming and outgoing docks

Security Gate module for booking vehicles

Dock operations functions

Web interface for suppliers and hauliers



Why Zone Manager's DMS? To have a system which was agile
enough to work across the spectrum we

have is critical and Zone Manager
delivers this and more. The continued
support from the Zone Manager team,

whether it is technical support or
alterations we need making from a

logistical perspective, is quite simply
outstanding. 

Steve Penney- Soft Services Manager
Mitie (The Broadway Bradford)

Multi-user diary for scheduling and managing activity
and other on and off-site resources

Real-time management tool used to control events as
they happen

Built in intelligence meaning double-bookings are
avoided

Extensive reporting capabilities i.e. CO2, Supplier  and
Haulier performance

Highly customisable- functionalities can be developed
within the system to meet needs and complexities of
specific projects

Gold standard support- the Zone Manager team has
extensive logistics experience and are able to suggest
creative and practical solutions

Firm foundations-Zone Manager's DMS is underpinned by
a well thought through and effective logisitics package



A selection of our
worldwide success stories

Larkhill Garrison
(Facilities Management)

 

University of Sussex
(Construction)

Goldman Sachs
(Facilities Management)

Westfield Stratford 
(Construction & Facilities

Management)

The Broadway Bradford
(Facilities Management)

Sellafield Ltd
(Custom DMS Solution)

Royal Adelaide Hospital
(Construction)

One Blackfriars
(Construction)

Canary Wharf
(Facilities Management)

MMUH
(Construction)

Quaker Oats, Southall
(Warehousing)

Hudson Quarter
(Construction)



Trade Contractors and Suppliers to
enter requests or, if permitted, fully
manage their bookings on-line.

Site Managers to manage, change or
delete bookings and provides the
function to confirm or reject requests.

Project Managers to check that the
right materials are coming in at the
right time.

Project Managers to book vehicles on
or off-site via the interface. This
includes the control of remote holding
parks away from the site meaning as
vehicles arrive and depart from either
the holding park or site the on-line
diary updates to show their status.

Double-bookings to be avoided as the
diary has in-built intelligence.

Check and control contractors to
ensure they are bringing in the right
materials at the right time.

Minimise the number of deliveries to
site by identifying unnecessary
‘regular’ trips and finding
opportunities for consolidation.

Control or prevent disruptive
unplanned deliveries.

How the DMS works

Bookings Material Tracking

Ease of Use

Optimisation for all devices including
desktop, tablet and smartphones.

Dashboard with instant reports and
live ‘Arrivals’ boards

Plan based booking where users pick
their destination from a site layout.



Comprehensive reporting, allowing for
real time monitoring and reporting of
all on-site activity.

Export of on-site activity data
providing detailed analysis informing
future decision-making processes.

Accurate tracking of materials and
delivery quantities through the
software’s tracking capacity.

It also provides logging of arrivals and
departures of deliveries in real time
which enables users to react and plan
accordingly.

CO2 reporting which helps identify
opportunities for improvement,
reducing the number of deliveries by
consolidation and smoothing demand. 

How it works

Reporting

Only allows authorised deliveries
through the gates. 

Site regulations and/or inductions can
be included on confirmation emails
and permits so every driver is fully
informed before they arrive on site. 

Provides an auditable record of who
came and when so you can prove duty
of care to the authorities.

Security and Compliance

"I continue to be impressed with
the way the Zone Manager

software is frequently updated
based on the feedback gathered
from users. The support team are

always on hand and ready to assist
when needed. 

Logistics Manager
Battersea Power Station



FAQ's
How long does the DMS take

to set up?
Zone Manager's DMS is quick to

set up and the team at Zone
Manager will advise and assist

you on the best way to configure
the system for your specific

project requirements.

What constitutes as a 'zone'?

Zones are:
 

-Delivery points ('gates',
offloading points, loading bays)

-Cranes, hoists, lifts, forklift trucks
-Any 'resource' which needs to be

booked or managed.

What platforms is the DMS
compatible with?

Zone Manager is browser based
and so works across any platform

with a compatible browser.

How easy is it for contractors
and suppliers to access?
Zone Manager is a portal which is

available 24/7. As a self-service platform,
contractors can access simply by signing

in and whilst it's straightforward for
contractors to do this themselves, it is also
easy to oversee and control the contractor
access and accounts from a central point.

What format do the
schedules come in?

Schedules are shown both on an
interactive diary and on booking

lists.

What different levels of user
access are there for the

portal?

Different levels of access which can be set
up in Zone Manager's DMS  are:•

Administrator, Admin Viewer, Supervisor,
Gate Operator, Contractor



Contact UsZone Manager’s flexibility and the
expert team’s willingness to build

specific functionalities to meet the
needs of different projects is just

unrivalled.

Stephen McCarthy- Group SEHQ Manager
Duffy Contract Services

0345 222 9902

info@zonemanager.co.uk

www.zonemanager.co.uk




